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Introduction
A new generation of MOS memories has been

created every three years, and the capacities of succes-

sive generations have been four times that of the previ-

ous generation's. To achieve a high packing density, re-

duction of only the minimum device dimension is not

sufficient. Thus, it is indispensable to devise a memory

cell structure whose size can be minimized.

Under this situation, the "diagonal-layout

MOSFETs" ( D-L MOSFETs ) whose active area is set

diagonally across the gate electrode arc expected to be-

come general for DRAM's and SRAM's. For example,

S. Kimura et al.r) reported a new stacked capacitor cell

for which a diagonally placed active area is essential.

Conventional MOSFETs are called "normal

MOSFETs" in this paper to distinguish them from the

"diagonal-layout MOSFETs ".

A typical layout of a D-L MOSFETs is shown as

a inset in Fig. 1. The channel width Wo is defined as

the width of gate width, which is measured perpendicu-

lar to gate, and the channel length Lo is defined as the

width of the active area. Both \ and Lo are defined as

the length of photomask.

This paper presents the electrical characteristics of

D-L NOSFETs. The distinctive features of D-L

A-6-3

MOSIIETs are interpreted on the basis of geometrical

effects.

Current Path Modulation
The electrical characteristics of diagonal-layout

MOSFETS are found to be snongly affected by the cur-

rent path.

The channel width dependence on the transcon-

ductance in D-L MOSFETs and in normal MOSFETs

are shown in Fig. 1. The ffansconductance in D-L
MOSFETs dose not exhibit simple device dimension

dependence; G- oc \V / L. Here, W is the effective

channel width and L is ttre effective channel lengttr.

This complicated behavior of transconductance in

D-L MOSFETs originated from current path modula-

tions. The thre-dimensional device simulator
(CADDETH 2)) was employed to analyze the current

path in D-L MOSFETs, and the results are shown in

Fig. 2.

To comprehend the current path modulation in
D-L MOSFETs, we first consider two extreme cases.

One is where D-L MOSFET's width is large compared

with its channel length (W " L). The other exrreme is

where its channel width is small compared with its
channel length (W u L ).
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In the former case, current flows perpendicular to

the gate electrode, as shown in Fig. 2 ( a ). This is

because current tends to take the shortest path between

source and drain. The virtual channel width which is

measured perpendicular to the current path becomes rZ

\. This effect is called " channel widening effect " .In
the latter case, curent flows along the active area, as

shown in Fig. 2 ( c ). The virtual channel length which

is defined as a length measured along the current path

becomes ,lTl,D. The virtual channel width remains Wo.

This effect is hereafter called " channel lengthening ef-

fect "
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Fig. I Transconductance in Diagonal-layout

MOSFETs as a function of channel width. Typi-

cal layout of a diagonalJayout MOSFET is

shown as an inset.

Since transconductance G is sensitive to the

variation in device size, two boundaries of transition

region (W = L) and two extreme cases are defined by

G measurements. As indicated by the results in Fig. 1,

when the gate is wider than 1.4 pm, the transconduc-

tance in D-L MOSFETs can be approximated to that of
normal MOSFET with L = h and W - ,tT \. That is,

the current path perpendicular to the gate electode is

dominant and channel widening effects efficient when

Wo ) 1.4pm. As the channel width is reduced, tran-

sconductance in D-L MOSFETs deviates from the rela-

tion; G," * W /L = (',{Z% ) lLr.When the gate is

( a ) Extreme case l;W > L
(W"=1.4pm,Lo=0.7pm)

( b ) Transition resion ; W = L
( Wn = 0.8 pm, to = 0.7pm )

(c)Extremecase2;WcL
(Wo=0.4Pm,Lo=0.7Pm)

Fig. 2 Current path in diagonalJayout MOSFETs.

Culcuhtions were ma& under the bias corditions; V^ = Q. I y,
V"" = 0V, and Va =1.5V

narrower than 0.5 Frn = ( ll ,lT ) Lp, the transconduc-

tance in D-L MOSFETs with W = Wo and L = 1.0 pm

= iT Lo. In other words, current flows along the active

area and channel lengthening effect is efficient if WD < (

Ll,'lT ) Lo. The boundary is Wo = (Ll ,lT ) Lo forD-L

MOSFETs and mor€ generally Wo = Lo cosO for

MOSFETs whose active area is inclined to the gate at

angle 0.
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Fig. 3 The layout of diagonal-layout MOSFETs at the

transition point.

This boundary condition makes the configuration

in which the perpendicular from drain to source coin-

cides with the diagonal line of channel area (see Fig. 3).

The transition region is ( 1/ ,{7 ) Lo S Wo S 2Lo. For

this case, current flows as shown in Fig. 2 ( b ).

Three Dimensional effects

In normal MOSFETs, transconductance is pro-

portional to W / L even in the deep submicron region.

On the other hand, threshold voltage and ionization rate

show drastic changes, as device size is reduced. These

changes are caused by small size effects3) such as

short-channel effects and narrow-channel effects.

In D-L MOSFETs, the device size dependence of
threshold voltage and ionization rate can not be ex-

plained by small size effects only. The concentration

profile of boron diffused from the field region and elec-

tric field distribution in the substrate should be taken

into consideration. That is, "three dimensional current

path rnodulation" should be considered.

The threshold voltage V* in D-L MOSFETs with

O.5-pm-wide channel width is measured under the bias

condition V* = 3 V and Vr" = -3V. The threshold volt-

age V* is defined as the gate voltage that gives 10-nA

drain current. For comparison, the channel length Lo

dependence of threshold voltage of normal MOSFETs

was also measured.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the threshold voltage

shift due to short-channel effects in D-L MOSFETs is

small, even with submicron channel length at which the

V* of normal MOSFETs becomes fairly low. The

Diagonal MOS FET ( Wo=O.5 tr,
\ 

--"--?'3-'--r=--a+

Wp=O.6pm

Wp=O.8pm

Vpg=3 v

VgB=-3v

o6= o.s 1.o 2 s
Channel Length, Le(pm)

Fig. 4 Ttreshold voltages as a function of channel lengttr.

The chain line indicates the normal MOSFET line ( Wo = Q.S

pm ) displaced upward for comparison with the diagonal-

layout MOSFET line.

channel lengthening effect reduces the electric field

strength at the drain and suppress the short-channel

effects; this provides the flat Vo,-\property. However,

in the short channel region ( Lo < 0.8 pm ), the channel

lengthening effect gradually decreases and V,r

approaches the value of the normal MOSFETs.

As for the V*-WD property, threshold voltage in

both normal MOSFETs and D-L MOSFETs increase in

a narrow channel region below 2 pm.(see Fig. 5)
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Fig. 5 Threshold voitages in the diagonal-layout

MOSFETs and normal MOSFETs as a function of channel

width.
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The thrreshold voltage increases are mainly caused

by field boron diffusion, because the bird's beak intru-

sion length is estimated from the G. measurements to

be 0.1 pm in normal MOSFETs.

In ultra narrow-channel region ( Wo < 0.5 pm ),

the threshold voltage in normal MOSIIETs satuates and

then decreases because of inverse narrow-channel ef-

fectsa), whereas the threshold voltage in D-L MOSFETs

continues to increase. This is because the channel

lengthening effects overcomes inverse narrow-channel

effects.

Figure 6 shoes the channel width dependence on

ionization rate, i.e., ( the peak substrate current IBB-* ) /
( the source current Ir). The MOSFETS were subjected

to bias conditions of Vor= 5 V and V"" = -3 V.

In normal MOSFETs, the ionization rate in-

creases in the narrow channel region is also caused by

field boron diffusion which makes the electric field at

the drain high. When the channel width becomes wider

than 0.5 pm, the D-L MOSFETs behave like normal

MOSFETs. However, ionization rate in D-L MOSFETs

suddenly decrease at wo= 0.5 pm. This result indicates

that ttre channel lengthening effect reduce the electrical

field at the drain and suppresses hot carrier generation.

The boundary channel width (Wo = 0.5 pm --l-1'lT ) is

consistent with the result derived from the G,r, meas-

urement.
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Fig. 6 Channel width dependence on ionization rates

in diagonal-layout MOSFETs and normal MOSFETS.

Conclusions
The effects of being set an active area diagonally

across a. gate electrode in submicron MOSFETs were

investigated. It is shown that submicron diagonal-layout

MOSFETs have desirable characteristics as follows.

The threshold voltage shift in short channel region is re-

duced, very small hot carrier generation is realized, and

inverse narrow-channel effects are supprcssed.

According to transconductance measurements and

three-dimensional numerical analysis, it is found that

current path in diagonal-layout MOSFETs depends on

the ratio of channel width and channel length. This

current path modulation causes the three dimensional

effects which gives the good characteristics described

above in the range Lo 2 €WD
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